**Transaction Name:** ZHPA_ISR_REPORT

**Purpose:** To review any information on an ISR you have access too.

**Role Needed:** *Any one of the following roles:*
- ZRHR_PA_ISRAPPROVE_ALL
- ZRHR_PA_ISRINITIAT_ALL
- ZRHR_PA_MAINTNANCE_ALL
- ZRHR_PT_DATAMAIN_ALL

**Step One:** Enter necessary criteria

*ISR Report*

The yellow highlighted boxes are all **optional** helpful fields that will help to narrow down your search results.

Fill in your "Create/Change Dates": this should be specific to the ISR Action(s) you are inquiring.

Use radio button to select a layout; either select one you like or create your own.
ECC Reporting Tool- ISR Report

**Step Two: Reading the results**

First you would highlight and click on line entry below

Then it will expand the ISR information giving you the history of the ISR selection. Next you can click on anyone of the below rows.

Then it will open up and provide you with actual ISR details